
STAT 263/363: Experimental Design Winter 2016/17

Lecture 9 — February 8

Lecturer: Art B. Owen Scribe: Poorna Kumar

9.1 Outline:

• 2k−p designs

• Aliasing

• Yates algorithm

• Q-Q plots

• Foldovers

9.2 Yates Algorithm

An illustration of Yates algorithm is below. Consider a 23 factorial experiment, with eight
observations y(1), ya, yb, ..., yabc.

Data Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Result

y(1) y(1) + ya y(1) + ya + yb + yab y(1) + ya + yb + yab + yc + yac + ybc + yabc 8 × M
ya yb + yab yc + yac + ybc + yabc ya − y(1) + yab − yb + yac − yc + yabc − ybc 4 × A
yb yc + yac ya − y(1) + yab − yb yb + yab − y(1) − ya + ybc + yabc − yc − yac 4 × B
yab ybc + yabc yac − yc + yabc − ybc yab − yb − ya + y(1) + yabc − ybc − yac + yc 4 × AB
yc ya − y(1) yb + yab − y(1) − ya yc + yac + ybc + yabc − y(1) − ya − yb − yab 4 × C
yac yab − yb ybc + yabc − yc − yac yac − yc + yabc − ybc − ya + y(1) − yab + yb 4 × AC
ybc yac − yc yab − yb − ya + y(1) ybc + yabc − yc − yac − yb − yab + y(1) + ya 4 × BC
yabc yabc − ybc yabc − ybc − yac + yc yabc − ybc − yac + yc − yab + yb + ya − y(1) 4 × ABC

Each cell in each step is built from pairwise sums or differences computed from the terms
of the previous step. For example, the sum of the first two entries in the column Data
becomes the first entry of the column Step 1, the sum of the third and fourth entries in the
column of Data becomes the second entry of the column Step 1, the sum of the fifth and
sixth entries in Data becomes the third entry of Step 1, and the sum of the seventh and
eighth entries in Data becomes the fourth entry of Step 1. The next four entries of Step 1
are computed from pairwise differences of entries in Data, just as the first four entries were
computed from pairwise sums. Thus, the fifth entry of Step 1 is the difference of the second
and the first entry of Data, and so on. The process is then repeated for Steps 2 and 3.
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Each step involves 8 (or, in the general case, 2k) sums/differences, and there are 3 (or, in
the general case, k) such steps, after which we can get all the effects by simply dividing the
values in the last step by either 2k or 2k−1. So this algorithm is an O(k×2k) algorithm. If we
were to compute each of the effects individually by brute force, we’d need to take the sums
or differences of 2k terms, for each of 2k effects, i.e., a brute force approach would be O(2k×
2k). Yates algorithm achieves this reduction in time-complexity by reusing intermediate
computations in an efficient manner.

9.2.1 Yates algorithm now

For small data sets we don’t really need Yates’ algorithm. For large problems, such as 232

experiments that might conceivably be run entirely within computers it is handy. Yates’
algorithm is a fast Fourier transformation. You can run Yates algorithm in reverse too.
Each column is formed by sums and differences of the prior one. Going from right to left
each column is again made of sums and differences (both divided by two). For instance(

y1
y2

)
=

(
1 1
1 −1

)(
x1
x2

)
=⇒

(
x1
x2

)
=

1

2

(
1 1
1 −1

)(
y1
y2

)
.

You can use Yates in reverse to get fitted values when certain interactions are replaced by
zero. Just put zeros in the last column and reverse each operation. Again this is mainly of
use for very large experiments.

9.3 Fractional Factorial Experiments: 2k−p

9.3.1 Introduction and Motivation

Consider a 23−1 factorial experiment. That is, we have three factors A, B and C, each of
which can be at two levels, but we can only observe 22 = 4 observations. Suppose that all
our observations are at the high level of ABC, which we write ABC = I.

Data µ A B AB C AC BC ABC

a 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1
b 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1
c 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1

abc 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

It is impossible to recover the main effects without some bias. To see this, note for
example that A × ABC = A × I = A, and also that A × ABC = AA × BC = BC, i.e.,
A = BC. So, two columns of our design are the same, and if we are to estimate the effect
of A, αA, we see that E(α̂A) = αA + αBC . Thus, our estimate for αA is biased. It is alised
with αBC .

To counter this bias, we could get another set of observations at the low level of ABC,
which we write ABC = −I, and using those observations alone to estimate αA would give
us another estimate α̂A satisfying E(α̂A) = αA − αBC . We could average the two estimates,
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to get an unbiased estimate of αA, but this amounts to a full-factorial experiment with 2k

observations!
Thus, in a fractional factorial experiment, we can’t ever get rid of confounding factors.

However, if we ‘bet on sparsity’, i.e., make the assumption that some of the variables or
interactions do nothing (have zero effect), we can recover other effects.

Consider a visualization of a 23 factorial experiment, where the three factors are the three
spacial dimensions, and the observations lie at the corners of the cube below.

Suppose C did nothing, then, we could project the data to the AB plane, and obtain a
full 2x2 design as shown below, with 4 data points.

Instead of C, if we supposed that B did nothing, we could project the 23 points onto the
AC plane, in a similar fashion. And if A did nothing, we could project onto the BC plane.
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This is the idea behind fractional factorial designs.

9.3.2 Confounding relations and aliased effects

In a 2k−p experiment, you choose confounding relations, like ABCD = I and CDEF = -I,
which gives rise to ABCD × CDEF = -I, i.e., ABEF = -I, and so on.

For example, consider a 26−1 experiment with ABCDEF = I. Then, DEF = ABC ×
ABCDEF = ABC × I, i.e., ABC = DEF, which is a confounding factor. Such factors
give rise to biased estimates, i.e., E(α̂ABC) = αABC + αDEF , E(α̂AB) = αAB + αCDEF ,
E(α̂A) = αA + αBCDEF , and so on. These are called aliased effects, and it is not possible to
recover these effects fully.

9.3.3 Resolution

The resolution of an experiment is defined as the minimum sum of the number of letters in
an aliased effect.

If we had a resolution of five, it would mean that 3 factor effects are aliased with effects
of ≥ 2 factors, 2 factor effects are aliased with effects of ≥ 3 factors, and main effects are
aliased with ≥ 4-factor effects. This is a fairly ‘rich’ design, in the sense that you’d need
more data than for a lower resolution experiment, but could also hope to recover to a good
degree all the important effects (if you assume that higher order interactions are close to
zero).

If we had a resolution of four, then two-factor effects could be confounded with other two-
and higher-order effects, and main effects could be confounded with three- or higher-order
effects. If we chose the confounding factors smartly, this could still work quite well.

If we had a resolution of three, however, we’d always have main effects being confounded
with two-factor interactions, and we’d have to be lucky to be able to recover the main
effects (i.e., it would have to be the case that the confounding two-factor interactions are
not significant).

9.4 Foldovers and follow-up fractions

Suppose you do a 2k−2 experiment where A=BC and you are trying to estimate a fourth of
the effects. Suppose that, in addition, your observations indicate that there is a big main
effect for A. Since A = BC, E(α̂A,1) = αA + αBC .

Based on this result, you’d like to gain a better estimate of A’s effect, so you follow the
first experiment up with another 2k−2 experiment such that A = -BC. In this experiment,
E(α̂A,2) = αA − αBC . By averaging α̂A,1 and α̂A,2, we can get an unbiased estimate for αA,
with only half as many observations used in total, as compared to a full-factorial experiment.

This is the idea behind a follow-up experiments. First, a small experiment with a few
observations is conducted, and once there are some effects which are suspected to be signifi-
cant, those estimates are de-biased by conducting small follow-on experiments. In sum, these
experiments these can end up being less expensive (fewer observations) than a full-factorial
experiment, while still being able to recover strong effects to a reasonable degree of accuracy.
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Such setups have the advantage that we do not need to know a-priori (before any experi-
mentation) what the strong and weak effects are. But follow-on designs take into account
the results of previous designs, and attempt to remove the bias from the more significant
estimates.

9.5 Handout: Some Experiments and Analysis

The next part of the lecture consisted of an analysis of the experiments in the Handout.
Some of the methods covered in class were reviewed in the context of the experiments on
the handout, and the results of the experiments were discussed too. In particular, quantile-
quantile plots were discussed as a means to visualize results and highlight significant effects.

1. The handout showed the Mangold root experiment from Kempthorne. It is a 25 facto-
rial experiment done in four blocks of eight. The factors were called SPKND and the
blocks were aliased via SPN=I and PKD=I. As a consequence blocks are also aliased
with the interaction of these factors SPN×PKD=SP2NKD=SKND. It illustrated Yates’
algorithm. They used unconfounded 3, 4 and 5 factor interactions to estimate error.
We also learned that the edge rows of each plot were rejected, presumably to reduce
some kind of bias.

2. Next we looked at the process development example from Box, Hunter and Hunter. It
is a 24 factorial. They get an error estimate from the 3 and 4 factor interactions. They
show t tests for all the effects because they are at one degree of freedom. There is also
a QQ plot in this example. It shows that main effects 1, 2, and 4 are large along with
the interaction between factors 2 and 4.

3. The last one we looked at was the QQ plot for a 25−1 experiment from the class catapult.
Those 5 variables actually have three settings each and the middle levels were left out.
Four of the main effects dominated.
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